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I wrestle a giant brown grizzly bear
tears through the house
some house I didn't recognize
stab him in the gut
try to keep him from eating the children

several restless evenings in a row

two gunshots in the middle of the night
also a baby that can't sleep

the bears have a naturally occurring chemical that enables their
guts
to be tasty vegetarian food
it is possible for them to eat their own guts
to stay alive
nature's way of keeping their guts inside their bodies
a way to survive

4. what do your employees do during their spare time?
5. how do you plan to deal with... ?
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why wait?
I can do it myself
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spending my time waiting around for them to get back to me
meanwhile I could have had it already up with people reading it
your submissions are driving me crazy
password
I am restless
I have got to do something
create project put info assign project
what is that weird tattoo on her hand?
she said I remind her of someone she knew once

"through you we learn to be invisible"

wouldn't that be embarrassing to think you thought up that
line and then have someone call you on it once it was in a
poem?
1> raw
2> working
3> delivered
4> spreadsheet

looking for the right thing to say

standards sops
fakenamegenerator.com
the street was crowded with people I couldn't see you
lots of people brushing past me couldn't move very fast
I heard you screaming and yelling in the distance
you were unconsolable
trying to reach you crowd of people wondering
what was wrong
I tried to calm you down but didn't know how
layer 0
shadow
maybe we don't need to calm down
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shhhhh... hear that?
the computer running...
rolling over something... clicking
they can watch your workstation
remotely...
there there
I am restless
238

I want you to be happy
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